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We experimentally and theoretically investigate the lowest-lying axial excitation of an atomic Bose-Einstein
condensate in a cylindrical box trap. By tuning the atomic density, we observe how the nature of the mode
changes from a single-particle excitation (in the low-density limit) to a sound wave (in the high-density limit).
Throughout this crossover the measured mode frequency agrees with Bogoliubov theory. Using approximate
low-energy models we show that the evolution of the mode frequency is directly related to the interaction-
induced shape changes of the condensate and the excitation. Finally, if we create a large-amplitude excitation,
and then let the system evolve freely, we observe that the mode amplitude decays non-exponentially in time;
this nonlinear behaviour is indicative of interactions between the elementary excitations, but remains to be
quantitatively understood.

I. INTRODUCTION

Low-energy excitations play a central role in our under-
standing of many-body systems. They characterise a system’s
low-temperature thermal properties, its response to small per-
turbations, and its near-equilibrium transport behaviour. The
collective excitations of ultracold gases have been extensively
studied in the traditional setting of a harmonic trap for bosons
[1–7] and fermions [8–11] with contact interactions (includ-
ing low-dimensional gases [12, 13]), as well as for Bose-
Fermi mixtures [14], spin-orbit coupled gases [15], and gases
with dipolar interactions [16, 17].

The recent developments in creating quasi-uniform box
traps [18–21] have led to intriguing new possibilities. These
traps provide a textbook setting for the study of short-
wavelength excitations [22], but they also raise new ques-
tions on the nature of long-wavelength (system-size) collec-
tive modes, as highlighted by recent studies of sound propa-
gation in 3D Bose [23] and Fermi [24] gases, and 2D Bose
gases [25] (see also [26–28]). Due to the hard-wall boundary
conditions the dynamics depend only on the interplay between
kinetic and interaction energy; this is in stark contrast to har-
monically trapped gases, where the lowest mode frequency is
independent of interaction strength [29].

In this paper we experimentally and theoretically study the
effect of interactions on the lowest-lying axial mode of a 87Rb
Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) confined to a cylindrical box
trap. This mode was previously exploited as a route to tur-
bulence in a continuously driven Bose gas [23]. Here, we
vary the atomic density by over two orders of magnitude
to probe the near-equilibrium dynamics in both kinetic- and
interaction-dominated regimes, and model our system using
Bogoliubov theory to show how the mode evolves from a
single-particle excitation to a sound wave. We conclude by
probing the response of the mode beyond the linear regime,
revealing an intriguing non-exponential decay.

II. RESONANT FREQUENCY

Our experiments start with the production of quasi-pure
BECs of between N = 0.9 × 103 and 137 × 103 87Rb atoms
confined to a cylindrical optical box of length L = 26(1) µm
and radius R = 16(1) µm (for details, see [18]). The ex-
perimental protocol used to probe the axial mode is shown
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FIG. 1. Probing the lowest axial mode. (a) Illustration of the experi-
mental protocol. We prepare a BEC of 87Rb in a cylindrical box trap
of length L and radius R. Initially, the trapping potential Vtrap has a
flat bottom. We then pulse a magnetic field gradient corresponding to
∆U = kB×1 nK along the box length for ∆t = 20 ms. After a time
τ of in-trap evolution we switch off the trap and let the cloud evolve
in free space for 140 ms before extracting its centre-of-mass, which
reflects the velocity on release from the trap, vz . (b) vz(τ) for a BEC
of N = 13(1)× 103 atoms. We determine the oscillation frequency
ω using a decaying sinusoidal fit. Inset: vz(τ) for a non-condensed
sample just above Tc, with N = 10(1)× 103.
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schematically in Fig. 1(a). After creating the BEC we pulse
an axial magnetic field gradient, corresponding to a potential
difference ∆U = kB × 1 nK over the box length, for a time
∆t = 20 ms, short compared to the period of the mode. We
then hold the excited cloud in-trap for a variable time τ be-
fore switching off the trap and extracting the cloud’s centre-
of-mass (CoM) velocity in time-of-flight. We observe an os-
cillation of the cloud’s velocity with τ , as shown in Fig. 1(b)
for N = 13(1)× 103 atoms.

If we repeat the same kick protocol with a thermal gas just
above the condensation temperature, Tc, we see the same ini-
tial velocity as for a quasi-pure BEC. However, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 1(b), there is no subsequent collective os-
cillation. For a classical gas to support hydrodynamic sound
waves, local thermodynamic equilibrium needs to be estab-
lished on timescales much shorter than the period of the
wave [30]. With wavelength 2L and speed ∼

√
kBT/m,

where m is the atomic mass, this condition is equivalent to
L � 1/(na2); the box length must be much greater than
the mean free path. Here a is the s-wave scattering length
(a ≈ 100a0 for 87Rb, where a0 is the Bohr radius), n = N/V
the atomic number density and V = πR2L the volume of the
trap. For our thermal gases this condition would be fulfilled
only for N � 107 atoms, so hydrodynamic sound waves can-
not propagate even in our densest samples. The oscillations
we observe in the condensed gas at high density correspond
to Bogoliubov sound waves.

In Fig. 2 we summarise the measured condensate oscilla-
tion frequencies, and compare them with theories in different
interaction regimes. Throughout the paper we model the trap
as an infinitely deep cylindrical potential well.

At low density the gas is kinetic energy-dominated and
we expect ideal gas behaviour. The system is then nat-
urally described in terms of single-particle eigenstates αj ,
which are separable in cylindrical coordinates (z, r, φ). The
BEC wavefunction is simply the single-particle ground state
α0 = ϕ(r) cos(πz/L), with ϕ(R) = 0, and the lowest axial
mode corresponds to α1 = ϕ(r) sin(2πz/L). The magnetic
field gradient appears in the Hamiltonian as a perturbation
Ĥkick = (∆U/L)ẑ for time ∆t, and this preferentially ex-
cites particles from the condensate into α1. The excited state
is then a superposition of α0 and α1, which exhibits velocity
oscillations at frequency

ωK =
1

~
(ε1 − ε0) =

3~
2m

(π
L

)2

, (1)

where ε0 and ε1 are the single-particle energies, and the sub-
script K denotes the kinetic-dominated regime. For our trap
ωK/(2π) = 2.5(2) Hz.

In the interaction-dominated regime the condensate wave-
function is uniform away from the walls, where it decays over
the healing length ξ = (8πna)−1/2 � L. The lowest axial
mode is then a standing sound wave with wavelength 2L and
speed of sound (ng/m)1/2 [31], where g = 4π~2a/m is the
strength of contact interactions. Consequently, at high density
the axial mode frequency is

ωI =
(gn
m

)1/2 π

L
. (2)
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FIG. 2. Frequency of the lowest axial mode as a function of atom
number, N . ωK is the mode frequency in an ideal gas, and ωI is the
frequency of Bogoliubov sound with speed (ng/m)1/2 and wave-
length 2L. These calculations use trap dimensions L = 26 µm and
R = 16 µm. The shaded band ωB shows the results of numeri-
cal Bogoliubov diagonalisation (see Section III B) accounting for the
uncertainty of ±1 µm in L and R.

Between these limiting regimes, we capture the crossover
with a numerical solution to the Bogoliubov equations (see
Section III B and [23, 32]). In the next section we investigate
the physics of this crossover.

III. CROSSOVER

Here we show how the condensate wavefunction of the in-
teracting Bose gas, and its sound wave excitations, emerge
from the single-particle eigenstates αj . In second-quantised
form, the Hamiltonian is

Ĥ =
∑
j

εj â
†
j âj︸ ︷︷ ︸

K̂

+
g

2V

∑
ijkl

Iαijkla
†
i â
†
j âkâl︸ ︷︷ ︸

Î

, (3)

where K̂ and Î are the kinetic- and interaction-energy op-
erators, respectively. â†j is the creation operator for single-
particle eigenstate αj , and Iαijkl/V =

∫
α∗iα

∗
jαkαl d

3r,
where V has been introduced so that Iαijkl is dimensionless.

A. Condensate

The non-interacting many-body ground state is
|GS〉 = (â†0)N |0〉 /

√
N ! where |0〉 is the vacuum of particles.

Treating interactions perturbatively, the leading correction to
the ground state, |δGS〉, comes from the operators of the form
â†j â
†
0â0â0. At first order

|δGS〉 =
g

V

∑
j 6=0

Iαj000

(N − 1)
√
N

ε0 − εj
â†j â0√
N
|GS〉 , (4)

where â†j â0 |GS〉 /
√
N is the many-body state with

one atom excited to single-particle eigenstate αj , and
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(gIαj000/V )(N − 1)
√
N is the matrix element between

this many-body state and |GS〉. The squared norm of the
correction, 〈δGS|δGS〉, is of order unity for gn

√
N = ~ωK ,

at which point perturbation theory fails. Note that in our
experiment gn

√
N = ~ωK for as few as 103 atoms.

In order to develop a physical intuition for the role of the
â†j â
†
0â0â0 operators, we contrast our system with a conden-

sate with periodic boundary conditions. In the periodic case
the condensate is spatially uniform regardless of interaction
strength, and all Iαj000 (for j 6= 0) vanish because αj are mo-
mentum eigenstates. However, in our case these anomalous
operators couple the even-parity eigenstates, thereby chang-
ing the condensate shape.

To show this explicitly, we first write the interacting con-
densate wavefunction β0 as a superposition of single-particle
eigenstates

βi =
∑
j

Uij(N)αj , (5)

where Uij is a unitary transformation with a parametric de-
pendence on the interaction strength, in our case captured by
N . The states βi 6=0, which are orthogonal to each other and to
β0, will be used in the next section to construct the elementary
excitations, but we first focus on the condensate. Working in
the β basis

Ĥ =
∑
ij

〈βi|K̂|βj〉 b̂†i b̂j +
g

2V

∑
ijkl

Iβijklb̂
†
i b̂
†
j b̂k b̂l, (6)

where b̂†i is the creation operator for βi, and Iβijkl are the cor-
responding overlap integrals. Using particle number conser-
vation b̂†0b̂0 = N −

∑
i 6=0 b̂

†
i b̂i we find

Ĥ =
∑
i

(
(〈βi|K̂|β0〉+ gnIβi000)b̂†i b̂0 + h.c.

)
+ Ĥ2, (7)

where we have dropped terms proportional to the identity, Ĥ2

is 2nd order (and higher) in b̂i 6=0 operators, and h.c. denotes
the Hermitian conjugate. If the ground state of Ĥ has a large
condensate fraction, 〈b̂†0b̂0〉 � 〈b̂

†
i b̂i〉 for i 6= 0, we must have

〈βi|K̂|β0〉+ gnIβi000 = 0, (8)

for all i 6= 0; as N increases the condensate wavefunction
follows a path in the space of single-particle eigenstates along
which it is decoupled from all orthogonal states.

If the set of βi forms a complete basis, then Eq. (8) implies(
− ~2

2m
∇2 + gn|β0|2

)
β0 = µβ0, (9)

for a constant µ, which is identified as the Hartree-Fock chem-
ical potential. Eq. (9) is then the well-known Gross-Pitaevskii
(GP) equation [31], which has arisen from the sole assumption
that one state, β0, has much greater occupation than those or-
thogonal to it.

In practice, we work with a truncated basis of single-
particle eigenstates. Minimising the GP energy functional
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FIG. 3. (a) Axial density profile of the BEC, for three interaction
strengths gn/(~ωK). (b) Change in the axial density profile due to
the coherently-occupied axial mode, scaled by

√
ω so the amplitude

for gn/(~ωK)� 1 does not depend on N .

(with respect to U0j) within this truncated set gives the con-
densate wavefunction β0 that is not an exact solution to the
GP equation, but does satisfy Eq. (8).

In Fig. 3(a) we illustrate how the condensate shape changes
in the crossover between kinetic- and interaction-energy dom-
inated regimes.

B. Excitations

To study the evolution of excitations with interaction
strength we use Bogoliubov theory. Having determined β0

variationally, we construct the set of βi 6=0 using the Gram-
Schmidt procedure, then introduce the mean field b̂0 =

√
N

in Eq. (6). As in conventional Bogoliubov theory, we neglect
terms cubic (and higher) in b̂i6=0 operators, thereby arriving
at an effective quadratic Hamiltonian for the near-equilibrium
dynamics. This is diagonalised using a bosonic transforma-
tion [33]

ĉi =
∑
j=1

(
Pij b̂j +Qij b̂

†
j

)
, (10)

where P and Q are chosen such that

Ĥ ≈ ĤB =
∑
j=1

~ωj ĉ†j ĉj (11)

is the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian, where we have omitted the
energy of the interacting ground state and ĉ†j is the creation op-
erator for the jth normal mode. Although the Gram-Schmidt
procedure does not uniquely specify βi 6=0, Pij and Qij adjust
accordingly to uniquely specify ĉi (up to a phase factor).

In Fig. 3(b) we show how the axial density profile of the
lowest-lying axial mode changes through the crossover. Note
that the wavelength of the mode in the interaction-dominated
regime is double of that in the ideal gas.

Before comparing our theoretical results with the experi-
ments, it remains to be shown that throughout the crossover
the axial kick Ĥkick leads to velocity oscillations at the fre-
quency of the lowest axial mode. Here we show that this is
indeed the case, and that the excited state has a coherent oc-
cupation of normal modes. Approximating b̂0 =

√
N and

assuming N � 1, we express Ĥkick as a linear combination
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of normal mode operators

Ĥkick ≈
∆U

L

√
N
∑
i

〈β0|ẑ|βi〉 b̂i + h.c.,

=
∆U

L

√
N
∑
j

Zj ĉj + h.c., (12)

where Zj is given by the P and Q matrices [34]. We then
treat Ĥkick as a perturbation to ĤB and find the time-evolution
operator in the interaction picture,

Û(∆t) =
∏
j

T exp
(
−i
∫ ∆t

0

(ηje
−iωjt

′
ĉj+h.c.)dt′

)
, (13)

where ηj ≡ ∆U
√
NZj/(~L) and T denotes time ordering.

For the low energy modes e−iωj∆t ≈ 1, so the time ordering
operation is trivial. To obtain the state at the end of the kick
we apply Û(∆t) to the ground state of ĤB , |GS〉B , which
yields

|η〉 ≡ Û(∆t) |GS〉B =
∏
j

e−|ηj∆t|2/2e−iηj∆tĉ†j |GS〉B ,

(14)
a coherent occupation of normal modes. Following the kick,
the in-trap time evolution is generated by ĤB . To calculate the
velocity of the cloud we first write the momentum operator in
terms of the normal modes. Following the same procedure as
in Eq. (12),

p̂z ≈ ~
√
N
∑
j

Dj ĉj + h.c., (15)

where ~Dj is analogous to Zj [35]. The axial velocity is then

〈vz(τ)〉 =
1

Nm
〈η| eiĤBτ/~p̂ze

−iĤBτ/~ |η〉

= 2
∆t

m

∆U

L

∑
j

Im
{
DjZje

−iωjτ
}
, (16)

The contribution of the jth mode to the velocity amplitude
therefore scales as |ZjDj |. We find numerically that the low-
est axial mode contributes 96% of the amplitude in our most
dilute samples, falling to 86% in our densest ones. Moreover,
as the excitation spectrum is discrete, any significant popu-
lation of higher modes would cause the velocity oscillations
to be visibly non-sinusoidal, which we do not observe exper-
imentally. All of this confirms that the oscillations that we
observe (see Fig. 1(b)) arise as a result of the direct coupling
to the lowest-axial mode.

C. Truncated-basis models

To understand the effect of interactions on the axial mode
frequency throughout the crossover, we calculate it using (pro-
gressively larger) truncated sets of low-energy single-particle
eigenstates.

First, we consider just the two lowest single-particle eigen-
states (the lowest even-parity state α0 and the lowest odd-
parity state α1). In this case the condensate wavefunc-
tion is β0 = α0, the mode involves only α1, and nei-
ther has the freedom to change its shape with increasing
gn/(~ωK). Here the bosonic transform in Eq. (10) gives
ĉ1 = cosh(κ)â1 + sinh(κ)â†1, where κ is chosen to diago-
nalise ĤB (see Eq. (11)). The resulting mode frequency is

ω(2) = ωK

√(
1 +

J gn
3~ωK

)2

−
(2J gn

3~ωK

)2

, (17)

where J ≈ 2.10 is the radial factor in the overlap integral
Iα0011. As shown in Fig. 4, this scheme fails to describe the
dynamics even for values of gn/(~ωK) well below unity.

As a minimal model that does allow for the interaction-
induced shape changes of both the condensate and the exci-
tation mode, we consider a truncated set of the five lowest-
energy αj with zero angular momentum, and calculate the
corresponding ω(5). In this case β0 is a superposition of three
even-parity states, and the excited mode involves two of odd-
parity; note that here we use five states because the third-
lowest even state has a lower energy than the second-lowest
odd one. We find that this simple model is sufficient to cap-
ture rather well most of the crossover, up to gn/(~ωK) ≈ 3
(see Fig. 4), where gn exceeds the maximum kinetic energy in
the truncated set. For any gn/(~ωK) significantly larger than
3, the simple sound-wave calculation ωI already provides a
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ω
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FIG. 4. Crossover from single-particle excitations to sound waves.
We plot ω/ωK as a function of the interaction strength, now
parametrised by gn/(~ωK). Here we assume L = 26 µm and
R = 16 µm for calculations. The x-y error bar in the bottom right
corner indicates the fractional systematic uncertainties in the exper-
imental data due to the uncertainties in the box dimensions. ω(2)

is determined using Bogoliubov theory within a truncated basis of
just the two lowest-energy single-particle eigenstates of zero angu-
lar momentum (see text). This scheme fails even for relatively small
gn/(~ωK), as it does not allow for the interaction-induced changes
in the shape of the condensate or the excitation mode. ω(5), based
on a truncated basis of five single-particle eigenstates, is the mini-
mal model that allows for the shape changes. This simple model al-
ready captures most of the crossover, and using progressively larger
truncated bases does not qualitatively change the result, as shown
by ω(15), which is based on 15 single-particle eigenstates. ωI is the
sound-wave frequency, approached in the limit of large gn/(~ωK).
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FIG. 5. Nonlinear damping of the lowest-lying axial mode in the
interaction-dominated regime, with fixed density n0 such that gn0 =
kB × 2.1 nK (corresponding to gn0/(~ωK) ≈ 17). (a) Velocity
oscillations following kicks with ∆U = kB × 0.3 nK (left) and
kB × 3.6 nK (right). The solid lines show exponentially decay-
ing sinusoidal functions obtained by fitting to the early-time data,
τ < 0.25 s. For large ∆U (right panel) the decay is clearly non-
exponential. (b) Initial decay rate Γi as a function of the normalised
kick amplitude ∆U/(gn0). The solid line is a linear fit to data
with ∆U/(gn0) < 1 (the dashed line displays its extrapolation for
∆U/(gn0) > 1). Inset: frequency of the damped oscillation ω nor-
malised to the low-∆U value, ω0.

good approximation.
The agreement of the Bogoliubov calculations with the ex-

perimental data improves further as we consider ever larger
basis sets, as shown by the 15-state calculation, ω(15), in
Fig. 4, and the full numerical result in Fig. 2; there ωB was
calculated using 80 single-particle states with kinetic energies
up to≈ 70 ~ωK . However, the success of the simple ω(5) cal-
culation highlights the key qualitative message: most of the
physics of the crossover is captured by including, at lowest
order, the interaction-induced shape changes that arise due to
the experimentally relevant fixed boundary conditions.

IV. BEYOND LINEAR RESPONSE

We have so far neglected any coupling between the nor-
mal modes of the BEC. However, we observe at least a weak
damping in all the frequency measurements summarised in
Figs. 2 and 4; see for instance Fig. 1(b). In general, the
nonzero temperature of our gases will lead to Landau damp-
ing [36], but our conservative upper bound of T < 10 nK sug-
gests a decay rate of ΓLandau/(2π) < 0.2 s−1, much smaller
than observed.

Here we examine this damping for different kick ampli-
tudes ∆U , focusing on the interaction-dominated regime with

gn/(~ωK) ≈ 17; we fix gn to gn0 = kB × 2.1(2) nK by fix-
ing the atom number to N = 1.2(1) × 105. Fig. 5(a) shows
vz(τ) following kicks with ∆U = kB × 0.3 nK (left panel)
and kB × 3.6 nK (right panel). For the weak kick only a sub-
tle damping is observed, and an exponentially decaying sine
(solid line), fit to the early-time data (τ < 0.25 s), captures the
data well for all τ . However, for the stronger kick we clearly
see a rapid initial decay followed by a long-lived oscillation.
Here the solid line, based on the same fitting to the early-time
data (τ < 0.25 s), clearly fails to capture the oscillations for
τ & 0.4 s.

We characterise the damping using the initial velocity-
decay rate, Γi, extracted from the early-time (τ < 0.25 s) fits.
In Fig. 5(b) we show Γi versus normalised kick amplitude,
∆U/(gn0), and in the inset we show that the mode frequency
is approximately constant across our whole range of ∆U . For
relatively weak kicks (∆U . gn0) the damping rate appears
to be linear in kick amplitude, essentially vanishing (within
experimental errors) as ∆U → 0. This diverging lifetime in
the limit of vanishing excitation amplitude is consistent with
the absence of lower-lying modes to which this mode could
readily decay, and moreover it excludes (at the level of our
experimental errors) damping due to non-zero temperature or
technical reasons. Both the non-exponential decay and the
fact that Γi increases with ∆U suggest that the damping oc-
curs due to interactions between the excitations.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have measured the dynamics of an atomic BEC in a
cylindrical box trap following an axial kick, thereby prob-
ing its lowest axial mode. By tuning the gas density we
studied the evolution from single-particle to many-body dy-
namics. We used a simple model to elucidate the effect of
interactions, and numerically evaluated the mode frequency
over the whole range of densities, finding excellent agreement
with the experiments. Going beyond linear response in the
interaction-dominated regime, we observed a non-exponential
decay of the excitation, hinting at a nonlinear many-body de-
cay mechanism. A future challenge is to understand this decay
mechanism, and in particular its dependence on the interaction
strength.
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